Abstract-Smart sensing systems suffers complexity requiring interface circuits, microcontrollers, switches, and actuators to detect and sense, process the signal and take a decision, and trigger an action upon demand. This increases the device footprint and boosts significantly the power required to actuate the system. Here, we present a hybrid sensor and switch device, which is capable of accurately measuring gas concentration and perform switching when the concentration exceeds specific (safe) threshold. The device is based on a clamped-clamped microbeam coated with metalorganic frameworks (MOFs). Using the electrostatic harmonic voltage, we employ dynamic multi-modal actuation in which the microbeam is simultaneously excited at the first mode of vibration, near the pull-in band, and at the third mode. We demonstrate experimentally the effectiveness of this technique in measuring the concentration of water vapor and achieving switching when the concentration exceeds a threshold value. In contrast to a single mode operation, we show that employing multi-modal excitation enhances sensitivity, improves accuracy, and strengthen noise immunity.
I. INTRODUCTION MEMS and NEMS-based resonators have been utilized
in detecting minute mass and low gas concentrations [1] [2] [3] . These mainly employ electrostatic actuation, which is the most common method due to the unique advantages of low power consumptions and compatibility with CMOS circuits [4, 5] . Various dynamical principles have been used to enhance sensitivity, such as higher order modes of vibrations [6, 7] , bifurcation points, and the pull-in instability [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Recently, the simultaneous actuation and tracking of the frequency shift of multiple vibrational modes of a single resonator has been utilized to enhance the resonator stability [13] , reveal the spatial distribution of adsorbed particles [14] , measure the mass, position, and velocity of a particle flowing inside a microchannel [1] , and also measure the evaporation rate of Polyethylene Glycol [15] . The collective information from different modes of vibrations of a single resonator enable the detection of multiple physical stimuli using a single device. This reduces the power required to operate the sensor and the overall device size, cost, and complexity [1] .
In previous works [10, 11] , we utilized the pull in band near the first mode to enhance the sensitivity of the sensor and perform switching when the concentration exceeds a certain threshold. As higher order modes are known to boost sensitivity in resonant sensors, exciting the resonator near the pull-in bands of the higher order modes should lead in principle to more sensitive switching. However, this requires special designs and impractically high actuation voltages [6] . Also, the robustness and accuracy of the bifurcation based sensing need to be ensured. In close proximity of the bifurcation point, the basin of attraction gets eroded, and the noise effect becomes significant, which reduce the reliability and accuracy of the sensor measurement [8, 11] .
Despite the previous efforts in realizing smart sensors and switches based on the first mode, the low sensitivity of the first mode and the reduced accuracy near the bifurcation point remains main issues. To resolve these issues, we demonstrate here the employment of two modes of vibration of a clamped-clamped microbeam coated with MOFs and operated in air to selectively detect and accurately measure the concentration of particular gas and perform switching, at reduced voltage, when the concentration exceeds beyond a desired value. As a case study, we utilize the device to sense water vapor concentration and perform switching when the concentration exceeds a selected threshold value.
II. FABRICATION The proposed device is based on a clamped-clamped microbeam resonator functionalized with metal organic frame works (MOFs) for sensitive and selective detection [16] [17] [18] [19] . The resonator is electrostatically actuated using twothird lower electrode configuration.
In previous work [6] , we showed that the two-third configuration reduces the voltage values required to excite the third mode of vibration to one-third compared with the full electrode configuration. The details of the fabrication process can be found in [12] . Figures 1a-1c show an SEM image of the clamped-clamped resonator, the XRD pattern confirmed the formation of the targeted MOF thin film on the microbeam, and a schematic that demonstrates the microbeam design and dimensions; length (l) 500 µm, width (w) 20 µm, and gap (g) 3.3 µm. These dimensions are selected to minimize the squeeze film damping in accordance with the fabrication process rules [20] . III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP We utilize a laser Doppler vibrometer to measure the resonance frequency values and their corresponding mode shapes, record the frequency response curves, and track the change in the amplitude of vibration due to water vapor exposure. A data acquisition card (DAQ) connected to an amplifier is used to actuate the microbeam with a wide range of frequencies and voltage amplitudes. Using the LabVIEW software, the measured real-time data are post-processed to generate the frequency response curves and the amplitude shift due to water vapor exposure. The microbeam is placed inside the test chamber, which is equipped with ports to provide the actuation signals. The water vapor is generated by flowing the nitrogen inside a bubbler placed in a controlled temperature bath. The vapor concentration is governed by controlling the flow of the dry nitrogen line and bubbler line. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 . 
IV. RESULTS

A. Frequency response curves
To experimentally characterize the microbeam, we actuate the microbeam with a harmonic AC signal superimposed to a DC voltage, where the frequency of the AC signal is swept around the mode of interest while using the laser to monitor the microbeam amplitude at the midpoint of the microbeam. The frequency response curves are generated by taking the maximum steady state amplitude Wmax at each frequency step. Figure 3a and 3b show the results for VDC = 30 V and at atmospheric pressure near the first and third modes for different VAC values. The reported results help in selecting the appropriate actuating voltages to obtain a large signal-tonoise ratio. Also, we employ the frequency response curve in converting the measured amplitude change due to water vapor adsorption into frequency values.
B. Sensitivity Before exposing the device to water vapor, we flush the testing chamber with Nitrogen at a flow rate of 2 L/min for extended period of time. Then, we expose the resonator to water vapor while monitoring the change in the amplitude of vibration. In our experiments, we fix the operating points at 75 kHz near the first mode and 344 kHz near the third mode. As water molecules get adsorbed on the device surface, the amplitude of vibration at the selected operating points increases following the left branch of the frequency response curves. The water vapor concentration is controlled by controlling the flow ratio between the bubbler line and the dry nitrogen line. The vapor concentration values are calculated following the procedure demonstrated in [12] . The repeatability is demonstrated by replacing the water vapor flow with nitrogen to flush the resonator and return to the original state; this process is repeated for two cycles as shown in Fig 4a. Figure 4b shows the device response to the different levels of water vapor concentrations. The frequency shift rises linearly as we increase the water vapor concentration, Fig. 4c . Also, we ensured the reversibility by completely flushing the device after each exposure cycle. The experimentally calculated responsivity near the first mode and third mode demonstrate the enhanced sensitivity near the higher order modes of vibration.
C. Multi-modal smart switching It is desirable to realize a smart switch that can be utilized to perform an action when the gas concentration exceeds a certain threshold while accurately measuring the concentration. Although, the concept can be employed in principle to detect any type of harmful gas, in our experiment we utilize water vapor for safety reasons. The idea is based on actuating the device with a harmonic signal that has two frequencies Ω1 and Ω2 with AC amplitudes VAC1 and VAC2 superimposed to a DC voltage. VAC1 is selected such that the frequency response near the first mode shows a nonlinear response with dynamic pull-in band, Fig.  5a , while Ω1 is tuned close to the dynamic pull-in band of the first mode. The difference between Ω1 and the bifurcation frequency defines the threshold concentration value after which the microbeam collapses due to dynamic pull-in, hence, can be realized as an electrical switch. VAC2 is chosen such that a linear response is realized near the third mode as shown in Fig. 5b . Ω2 is set to be close to the third mode of vibration. The advantage of measuring the shift in the frequency of the third mode that it provides an independent, noise tolerant, and sensitive probe for accurately measuring the gas concentration compared to the first mode bifurcation-based sensing, which is less sensitive and more affected by noise thereby dramatically reducing the accuracy of the sensor readings [11] . Next, we illustrate the mass loading experiment. As water molecules get adsorbed on the resonator, the resonance frequencies decrease, and the corresponding amplitudes at each excitation frequency increase following the left branch of the frequency response curves shown in Fig. 5a and Fig.  5b . As a case study, a vapor concentration of 3260 ppm is considered as the threshold value. As shown in Fig. 4c , when operating the resonator in the linear regime, a concentration of 3260 ppm shifts the first mode frequency by 1.78 kHz and the third mode by 2.455 kHz. To experimentally demonstrate the concept of smart switching, we fix the first source frequency at Ω1=68 kHz (first mode) and voltage amplitude VAC1 = 50 V, the second source frequency at Ω2=344 kHz (third mode) and voltage amplitude VAC2 = 40 V, and use VDC = 30 V. Ruzziconi et al. [21] demonstrated that the stability of the resonator at a particular operating frequency depends on the size of the safe basin of attraction. As the driving frequency approaches the bifurcation frequency, the safe basin of attraction gets eroded and shrinks in size. To ensure the stability of the resonator at the operating points, we monitor the amplitude fluctuation over time due to noise as shown in the inset of . Hence, the minimum detectable water vapor concentration is 3 ppm. Then, the microbeam is exposed to water vapor at the threshold concentration of 3260 ppm. As shown in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d , when the frequency shift near the first mode exceeds the threshold value (~1.8 kHz), the upper electrode collapses into the lower electrode (simulating a switching action). However, the measured frequency shift near the third mode is 1.6 kHz, which is less than the expected value at this concentration, 2.455 kHz, reported in Fig. 4c . In the vicinity of the bifurcation frequency, the noise influence becomes significant, hence, the measured frequency shift near the first mode can be attributed to the combined effect of noise and water adsorption on the resonator surface [8, 11] . In our case study, although the threshold concentration is set at 3260 ppm, the measured frequency shift near the third mode indicates that the switching occurred at 1924 ppm, Fig. 5d . This proves the importance of using the third mode as an independent channel of information to accurately measure the concentration at which pull in occurs. The reported results show the significance of this technique in accurately measuring the concentration of water vapor while still being able to switch if the concentration exceeds beyond a certain safe value. The reported noise affect can be used as safety factor, which ensures that the switching action will take place at a gas concentration equal or less than the estimated threshold value based on the idealized curve (based on slow sweeping) of Fig. 5a . Analytically, the robustness of bifurcation based gas sensors can be investigated by conducting a global dynamics analysis on the stable solution before pull-in, which can be used to identify the range of stable solutions. In contrast to previous works using a single mode to demonstrate smart sensor, where the noise effect in the vicinity of the bifurcation frequency is significant reducing the accuracy of the measurement, we show a noise immune technique that can accurately measure the gas concentration by utilizing the higher order modes of vibrations of the same resonators, while still being able to switch upon exceeding a safe concentration value. Also, utilizing the third mode improves the sensor sensitivity and resolution. The reported findings can be easily extended to measure the change in other physical stimuli, such as temperature, and switch upon exceeding the critical limit. Furthermore, employing higher number of modes opens the door for simultaneous measurement of multiple physical parameters using the same resonator, which reduces the power consumption, fabrication cost, and size of the sensor.
V. CONCLUSIONS In conclusion, we demonstrated a smart sensor that is capable of accurately measuring the concentration of a particular gas and perform switching upon exceeding a certain threshold value. This is in contrast to a single mode operation, in which the noise effect in the vicinity of the bifurcation reduces the accuracy and reliability of the sensor readings. The method is based on simultaneously actuating the resonator near the pull-in band of the first mode and the linear response of the third mode. As a case study, we utilized this concept to measure the environmental humidity. A minimum detectable water vapor concentration of 3 ppm is reported near the third mode of vibration. This concept can be easily employed to detect more harmful gases by functionalizing the microbeam with a selective coating material. Also, it can be utilized and extended to smartly independently detect other physical stimuli, such as temperature. Optimizing the resonator design to excite higher order modes will open the door for simultaneously measuring multiple physical stimuli using a single resonator, which reduces the power consumption, device size, and cost. 
